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ias-type bays are one of the most common coasts in Japan
where aquacultures without feeding have been active. The
huge tsunami hit Sanriku Coast consisting of open rias-type
bays near the epicenter facing Pacific Ocean on 11 March
2011. For recovering Sanriku Coast, it is important to include
sustainability in its program. Satoumi practice is defined
as a human use and management of coastal seas for high
productivity while maintaining high biodiversity. We studied a
typical rias-type bay, Shizugawa Bay, in southern Sanriku Coast,
where oyster and Undaria pinnatifida are mainly cultured. The
tsunami flushed out most of all aquaculture facilities. Just
after the tsunami, they deployed seed oysters which fortunately
escaped from the tsunami on the sea in 2011. The oysters grew
to a commercial size in ten months due to good prey condition
while they needed two to three years before the tsunami
because of insufficient prey condition. After long discussion
among fishermen, committee for Shizugawa Bay management
of fishermen’s cooperative of miyagi prefecture decided to
decrease oyster culture facilities based on this experience of
oyster growth. We conducted scientific researches on mapping
of coastal habitats and aquaculture facilities, hydrography
and material flows of nutrients, a minor element (Fe) and
particulate organic matters in the bay including those from
the rivers and the offshore waters. Based on these data, a
physical-biological coupling model was used for calculating
the number of aquaculture facilities that are suitable not only
for yields but also for environments. A council for discussing
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on sustainable aquacultures and sound marine environments in
Shizugawa Bay was established by a fishermen’s cooperative,
local governments, WWF and scientists. Discussion based on
scientific researches promoted sustainable aquaculture. This
satoumi practice may help to realize sustainable coastal use of
a rias-type bay.
Conclusion & Significance: The tsunami event gave a chance
to fishermen to change their aquaculture practices to ones
that are economically and environmentally sustainable through
their experiences and discussions together with our scientific
researches and WWF’s supports. Thanks to this change, oysters
in Tokura Branch of fisheries cooperative in Shizugawa Bay
obtained ASC certificate from Aquaculture Stewardship Council
in March of 2016. This success story may permit to broaden
such kind of Satoumi practice to other rias-type bay where
aquaculture without feeding are mainly conducted.
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